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Abstract

To increase the average achievable rates per user for cluster-edge users, a rotating clustering scheme for the

downlink of a coordinated multicell multiuser multiple-input multiple-output system is proposed in this paper and

analyzed in two network layouts. In the multicell heterogeneous cellular network, base stations of a cluster cooperate

to transmit data signals to the users within the cluster; rotating cluster patterns enable all users to be nearer the

cluster center in at least one of the patterns. Considering cellular layouts with three or six macrocells per site, different

rotating patterns of clusters are proposed and the system performance with the proposed sets of clustering patterns

is investigated using a simulated annealing algorithm for user scheduling and successive zero-forcing dirty paper

coding as the precoding method. The rotating clustering scheme is less complex than fully dynamic clustering, and it

is primarily designed to improve the throughput of cluster-edge users. As an extra secondary benefit, it is also capable

of slightly improving the average achievable sum rate of the network overall. The effectiveness of the proposed

methods with two different scheduling metrics, namely throughput maximization and proportionally fair scheduling,

is of interest in this work. Moreover, the speed of rotation affects the performance of the system; the higher the speed

of rotation, the more frequently any specific users will be nearer the cluster center. Our simulations demonstrate the

effectiveness of the proposed rotational approach and determine the speed of rotation beyond which any additional

performance gains become negligible.

Keywords: Heterogeneous multiple-antenna cellular networks, Multiuser MIMO downlink, Network coordination,

Cell clustering, Inter-cell and inter-cluster interference mitigation, Cluster pattern rotation

1 Introduction
Exploding demand for ever-higher data throughputs in

cellular networks is one of the main drivers behind

their current evolution toward the 5th generation [1].

As a promising solution for increased throughput, mul-

tiuser multiple-input multiple-output (MU-MIMO) tech-

niques have been introduced [2], in which several

single- and/or multiple-antenna users receive their cor-

responding signals simultaneously from multiple-antenna

base stations (BSs). High spectral efficiency gains

potentially achievable with MIMO spatial multiplex-

ing are available at high signal-to-interference-plus-noise

ratios (SINRs). However, to maximize capacity, cellular
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networks are normally designed to allow high levels of

inter-cell interference, which prevents high spatial mul-

tiplexing gains. Network coordination (also known as

coordinated multipoint (CoMP) transmission/reception

or network MIMO) is one potential solution to reduce the

inter-cell interference [3–6].

Historically, the key driver behind dramatic increases

in area capacity of cellular networks has been reduc-

tion of cell sizes and densification of cellular layouts.

More recently, this trend has evolved into the devel-

opment of dense heterogeneous networks (HetNets)

[7–9]. Coordinated transmission on the downlink of MU-

MIMO HetNets is considered in this work. Since coor-

dination of all BSs in a large cellular network is neither

practical nor necessary, coordination of transmissions

within limited-size clusters of BSs is considered instead

[10, 11]. Although the SINR of most users is improved by
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coordination of clustered BSs, the inter-cell interference

is now replaced by inter-cluster interference (ICI). Users

located near the edge of the cluster experience much

higher levels of ICI than users closer to its center, and

they will suffer from poor throughput or even service star-

vation. A proportionally fair (PF) user scheduler [12–15]

will improve the throughput and fairness to these users.

To improve the performance of cluster-edge users, clus-

ters can change and be formed dynamically [16–21]. This

increases the possibility of any given user being near the

center of a cluster for at least a portion of the time.

Clusters can be formed in different ways. In the sim-

plest method, i.e., using a fixed pattern, BSs of the cluster

are assigned with a predefined pattern that remains static

during the system operation [3, 22]. Thismethod has com-

paratively low complexity and overhead, but cluster-edge

users still adversely suffer from ICI. In fully dynamic clus-

tering, all features of the cluster such as the size and/or

shape of the clusters and the set of BSs forming a clus-

ter can be changed as often as every scheduling interval

[16–18, 21, 23–30]. Clustering can be controlled andman-

aged with a centralized processor using channel state

information (CSI) of involved users [16, 21, 23–30]. This

method is quite complex, but it is able to improve the per-

formance of the system considerably in comparison to that

of a fixed pattern. For example, [30] introduced a type of

dynamic clustering algorithm based on weighted sum rate

maximization for the downlink of a MU-MIMO CoMP

system. The clusters were formed specifically for the set of

scheduled users such that they experience minimum ICI.

It was shown that the algorithm improved the system sum

rate in comparison to that of static clustering methods.

A simplified version of dynamic clustering is cluster

rotation, in which the complexity and overhead burden

on the centralized processor are reduced by using one

of several predefined patterns of clustering that change

periodically. Thus, the cluster-edge effect is averaged out

and diminished over time since users, who are periodi-

cally located either near the border or the center of the

clusters as the cluster borders change with each pattern,

each receive data primarily during their most favorable

pattern(s). In [19], we proposed a method of cluster rota-

tion for the downlink of a multicell MU-MIMO HetNet,

and its performance was compared with static clustering

using bothmaximum throughput (MT) and PF scheduling

metrics. A simulated annealing user scheduling algorithm

and successive zero-forcing dirty paper coding (SZF-DPC)

[31] precoding were used in the system.We demonstrated

that instantaneous achievable rates of users and the aver-

age achievable per-user rates were improved for the lowest

throughput users (i.e., cluster-edge users). Also, the aver-

age achievable sum rate was improved compared to fixed

clustering, especially for PF scheduling. Naturally, enforc-

ing fairness in the system reduced average per-user rates

for the highest throughput users under MT scheduling.

We also evaluated the effect of different cluster rotation

speeds on the system performance under PF scheduling in

[20]. The results demonstrated that faster rotation in gen-

eral performed better than slow rotation. However, there

was an upper limit on increasing the rotation speed, and

beyond that point, further increases did not result in any

notable additional gains in sum rate or per-user rate.

The macro BSs in [19, 20] were each equipped with one

out of six sets (per site) of antenna arrays, with each set

covering a cell; the hexagonal-shaped macro site coverage

area thus was divided into six cells1. We are interested to

know whether the results in [19, 20] can be generalized

into other types of network layouts and/or larger sets of

possible cluster patterns, and how the rotating cluster pat-

terns can be modified for those other layouts. This gener-

alization aspect is quite important; cluster rotation would

not be nearly so useful, if it only worked for a certain type

of network layout. Thus, we extend our rotating clusters

idea to a layout with three macrocells per site and attempt

to find a suitable set of rotating patterns that can improve

the performance of the system. The clover-leaf-shaped cell

layout is the most suitable three-cell layout to use, and

it is recommended by ITU-R for IMT-Advanced [32, 33].

Because of the closer resemblance between the cellular

contour and the coverage of the clover-leaf-shaped layout

[34], it is also more often used in modeling practical cel-

lular systems than the simple hexagonal layout. Assuming

a clover-leaf-shaped cell layout, we propose a set of five

rotating cluster patterns and again compare the system’s

performance in terms of the achievable throughput with

that of static clusters under both MT and PF scheduling

metrics. It should be noted that while we examine only

two regular grid-like network layouts in this work, the

concept of cluster rotation can be also applied to more

general, irregular layouts.

To keep the same general methodology as in [19],

we continue to use SZF-DPC precoding, which par-

tially nulls the interference between users [31]. Since

reduced-complexity user scheduling is necessary in prac-

tical systems with a large number of users, we use our

previously proposed simulated annealing user scheduling

(SAS) method [35]. It was shown in [35] that this method

achieves performance close to that of an exhaustive search

with much lower complexity, making its continued use in

this context reasonable. The SAS algorithm in [19] was

memoryless, while in [20], we added memory to the algo-

rithm to further improve its performance. We have made

additional refinements to the SAS algorithm in [35]; it

is that version (adapted for weighted sum rates) that we

use in this work. We wish to emphasize, though, that

the focus of this work is on the cluster rotation and

its performance, not on the scheduling algorithm, nor

on the precoding method. The cluster rotation methods
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employed in this work can be generalized and applied

both to different user scheduling algorithms and different

precoding methods, including (but not limited to) those

discussed in [35]. The outcomes of this work are expected

to be independent of the user scheduling and/or pre-

coding approaches. Please recall that the cluster rotation

scheme addresses the impact of inter-cluster interference,

while precoding and user scheduling attempt to resolve

the intra-cluster interference. Hence, SZF-DPC precod-

ing and the SAS algorithm are simply meant to serve as a

representative case.

Additionally, compared to [19, 20], we have revised

some of the simulation parameters in this paper to corre-

spond to recommendations in [32, 33]. These include the

values of the path loss exponent and the standard devia-

tion of shadow fading for macro and pico BSs, along with

their transmitted power levels. We also have corrected

a minor flaw in our simulations from [19]. There, when

two adjacent 60° cells are coordinated, they have erro-

neously been given a single 120° antenna pattern. We have

corrected this misbehavior so the coordinated cells now

indeed have two 60° patterns as intended. (This misbe-

havior was also corrected in [20].) Lastly, we provide a

comparison of the performance of cluster rotation with

that of fully dynamic clustering, specifically the scheme

described in [30].

The notation used in this paper is as follows. An italic

variable a or A denotes a scalar, while boldface low-

ercase and uppercase variables a and A denote a vec-

tor and matrix, respectively. IM is the M × M identity

matrix. AT and AH denote the transpose and conjugate

(Hermitian) transpose, respectively, of A. For a square

matrix A,Tr(A),A−1, and A−1/2 are its trace, inverse,

and inverse square root, respectively. A � 0 denotes A

is positive semi-definite. |a| denotes the absolute value

of the variable, and |A| denotes the determinant of a

(square) matrix.

2 Systemmodel, design, and achievable

weighted sum ratemaximization
We consider the downlink of a coordinated multicell MU-

MIMO HetNet. Several macro BSs are co-located at each

macro site, the coverage of which is partitioned into dif-

ferent cells each covered by an antenna array installed

on a macro BS. We assume two different network lay-

outs, the first with six macrocells per site, and the sec-

ond with three macrocells per site. (For shorthand, we

refer to these respectively as “six-cell” and “three-cell”

layouts in this paper.) Different system model character-

istics are assumed, which are described in Sections 2.1

and 2.2, respectively, for the six-cell and three-cell lay-

outs. In both system models, omnidirectional pico BSs

surround each macro site and overlay the macro coverage

area. The macro BSs each transmit with power Pt , and

the inter-site distance (ISD) between macro sites is fixed

and denoted byD. Each macro BS is equipped withNmacro

transmit antennas, while each pico BS has Npico anten-

nas. We assume for simplicity that Nmacro and Npico are

both equal to N. Since all macro and pico BSs in a cluster

jointly transmit their signals, essentially virtually form-

ing one large antenna array, this assumption is reasonable

and does not impact the proposed methods or the analy-

sis in this work. Having Nmacro larger than Npico would of

course increase the system sum rates and the number of

users that could be scheduled simultaneously, but would

also thereby significantly (and likely needlessly) increase

the complexity and length of time of relevant simulations.

Additionally, the examination herein assumes perfect and

instantaneous CSI and data shared across the backhaul

of the network. A centralized processor for the network

is assumed to collect the CSI, e.g., by (idealized) feed-

back from the mobile users of the CSI obtained using pilot

reference signals; it also performs scheduling and coor-

dinates the transmissions between BSs. The specifics of

the CSI gathering and coordination over the backhaul are

outside the scope of this paper.

2.1 Layout 1: six-cell layout (hexagonal-shaped

cooperating area)

In our first HetNetmodel, the coverage area of the six cells

per site overall forms a hexagonal-shaped region. Each

macro BS covers a 60◦ angle of the area with a directional

antenna. Themacro site is surrounded by 12 low-powered

pico BSs that form picocells overlaying the macro cover-

age area (see Fig. 1). Of the six cells per site, two adjacent

ones are coordinated at any given time to form an effec-

tively larger cell area. The picocells also coordinate within

whatever cluster that the macrocell they overlay is part of.

Without loss of generality, we may consider any arbitrary

macro site (with coverage area shown in green) and the

clusters it participates in (shown by the red dashed lines).

Therefore, the BSs of any macro site contribute to three

different clusters.

As depicted in Fig. 1, two different patterns of clustering

are possible, in which different adjacent cells cooperate

with each other. All cells within each thick red dashed

hexagon coordinate signals from their BSs to form a clus-

ter; one example cluster in each pattern is emphasized

in the figure for clarity. As Fig. 1a depicts, those users

in a cluster that are located near the border of the clus-

ter (for example, at location “1”) experience the poorest

channel conditions from the BSs in the cooperating set. By

rotating the clustering pattern by 60° around any macro

site (see Fig. 1b), those previously poor-coverage users are

now in the middle of the cluster (i.e., they will have better

channel gains or higher achievable rates). Therefore, most

users will have the opportunity to have a higher chance

of being scheduled and to achieve reasonably good data
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a b

Fig. 1 Network layout with six cells per macro site for HetNet with cluster rotation: a and b depict two alternating clustering patterns of BS

coordination. Solid and open triangles represent macro BS sites and pico BSs, respectively, and the thick red dashed hexagons denote clusters

rates for a fraction of the overall transmission time. With

users being scheduled primarily during their most favor-

able clustering pattern, their corresponding rates will be

higher than otherwise. Averaging the throughput over all

transmission periods and clustering patterns, the over-

all achievable transmission sum rate of the users will be

improved.

There are K users uniformly distributed over the cov-

erage area of each macro site, each user equipped with

M receive antennas. Kc(i) is the number of users assigned

to cluster c(i), from which Uc(i) users are served, where

i refers to the ith pattern of clustering. Each cluster

transmits coordinated data signals from all its BSs to its

scheduled users.

2.2 Layout 2: three-cell layout (clover-leaf-shaped

cooperating area)

For the second HetNet model, which is more commonly

used in LTE-advanced design [32] and is called a clover-

leaf model, each cell in a macro site is covered by a

high-powered BS, which is located at a corner of the cell.

The directional antenna at a macro BS covers a hexagonal-

shaped cell within the angle of 120°. Each macrocell is

overlaid by four low-powered omnidirectional pico BSs.

These are located near the four edges of the macrocell that

are the most distant from the macro BS, as depicted in

Fig. 2. Any three adjacent macrocells and their constituent

picocells may form a cluster, if the macrocells share a cor-

ner that is not a site. Therefore, considering an arbitrary

macro site and its corresponding three macrocells (shown

in green in Fig. 2), the macro BSs may belong to two

or three independent clusters (shown by the red dashed

lines).

As depicted in Fig. 2, five different patterns of cluster-

ing are possible.We again highlight one example cluster in

each pattern for clarity. Those users that are located near

the edge of the cluster experience poor channel condi-

tions from the BSs in cooperating set. Consequently, their

achievable rates will be smaller compared to the users in

themiddle of the cluster. By rotating the clustering pattern

(see Fig. 2b), a portion of those previously poor-coverage

users are now in the middle of the cluster, and some of

the users, previously located at the middle of cluster, are

now near the edge of the cluster. To put the remainder

of the cluster-edge users in Fig. 2a near the middle of a

cluster, more rotations are required, which are depicted

in Fig. 2c–e. Therefore, in this layout after five intervals

of rotation all users have the opportunity of being at least

once in the middle of the cooperating area; they thus

have a higher chance of being scheduled and achieving

reasonably good data rates.

There are K users, each equipped with M receive

antennas, uniformly distributed over each cell. This is in

contrast to the six-cell layout, which has K users dis-

tributed over the coverage area of the macro site. Thus,

for the three-cell layout, there are 3K users per site, i.e.,

Kc(i) = 3K .

For both layouts, other patterns of clustering could in

theory be used, e.g., by coordinating more macrocells

together in a cluster. However, please consider the corners
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a b

c d

e

Fig. 2 Network layout with three cells per macro site for HetNet with cluster rotation: a–e depict five different clustering patterns of BS coordination.

Solid and open triangles represent macro BS sites and pico BSs, respectively, and thick red dashed lines denote cluster borders
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of each macrocell that do not contain a macro BS site.

These locations have the worst SINR when no coordina-

tion occurs. The patterns that we use cluster the smallest

possible number of macro BSs such that it allows each of

those corners to be in the center of the cluster in one of

the patterns. At the same time, the duration between any

given corner being in the center (as the scheme rotates

through the patterns) is also the smallest possible for

the number of macrocells per cluster being used. (Note

there are two of these corners per macrocell in the six-

cell layout, and five such corners in the three-cell layout,

hence leading to two and five patterns, respectively, for the

layouts.)

2.3 Cluster rotation in general network layouts

There are, in general, two “rotation” aspects to cluster

rotation. The first can be viewed as a physical rota-

tion. Please note the highlighted cluster in Figs. 1 and 2

(denoted by dashed and solid vertical lines, respectively).

As the cluster patterns change, that cluster, in a sense,

can be imagined as rotating around some location in the

network. In the two cases depicted by Figs. 1 and 2, that

location is the macro site in the middle of each subfigure,

though this need not be the case in general. The second

aspect of rotation is the periodic rotation through a set

of cluster patterns, in a round-robin fashion. This latter

aspect is more general to any arbitrary cell layout. The

first aspect may not necessarily be applicable, or at least

quite so readily visible, as the second. For example, the five

patterns in Fig. 2 could be ordered arbitrarily. If so, the

physical rotation aspect would not be as apparent, but the

rotation through the set of (re-ordered) patterns would

still occur.

While we investigate two regular grid-like cell layouts

herein, the concept of cluster rotation can also be applied

to more general irregular layouts. For such irregular lay-

outs, it would first be necessary to determine sets of BSs

in the network for coordination and then assign different

clustering patterns to them. This may not be as simple as

with a regular cell layout, but remains feasible, given a set

of BS locations and coverage areas and/or where interfer-

ence results without coordination. Voronoi diagrams of

order n [36] could be of use to locate regions of coordi-

nated BSs, by identifying the n nearest BSs at any given

location; the distances should also be weighted based on

the type/tier of each transmitting node. The system can

then rotate through those patterns just as in this work.

2.4 Complexity comparison of dynamic clustering and

rotating clustering

Fully dynamic clustering (whether the scheme in [30] or

otherwise) results in significantly higher overhead in com-

putational load and signaling. The systemmust determine

and exchange possible choices of BSs for each user, run

some sort of optimization or other routine to determine

the choice of which BSs to serve which user, and finally

communicate these choices across the network and to

the users. This could occur potentially as often as every

scheduling interval, though the system could also perform

these operations less frequently. In comparison, almost

none of those computations are required with rotating

clustering since the sets of clusters are predetermined

beforehand and known at all transmitting nodes. The

additional overhead beyond that of static clustering is

simply the same as the last stage of fully dynamic cluster-

ing, i.e., to periodically inform the users what their new

cluster will be.

Furthermore, there are additional savings in complex-

ity in regard to cell association. With rotating clustering,

the association of a user to a specific anchor BS has

much less impact on the network’s operation (disregard-

ing the context of high user mobility and/or handoff,

which are outside the scope of this work). Note that a

user receives data from a macrocell and all picocells over-

laying that macrocell. Borders between macrocells (where

the received power from the BSs of those cells are equal)

are statistically identical; at times, that cell border may

also be a cluster border, while at other times, it will

not. Thus, a complicated cell association scheme is not

required. Whether a user chooses an anchor BS by closest

distance, highest average received power, adding on a tier-

dependent association bias factor, etc., the performance of

the scheme is by and large unchanged. Essentially, users

can be considered more to be associated with a cluster

rather than with an individual cell; in terms of perfor-

mance, it is largely equivalent to associate with any one

of the cells in the cluster. There may still be, for exam-

ple, considerations of offloading traffic, but these would

now be between clusters rather than between cells. In any

event, such factors are beyond the scope of this paper.

2.5 Achievable weighted sum rate maximization and user

scheduling

For both layouts, as stated earlier, averaging the through-

put over all transmission periods and clustering patterns

will improve the overall achievable sum rate of the users,

with users scheduled primarily during their most favor-

able pattern. Defining Tcl as a specific clustering pattern

duration in units of scheduling intervals, rotation to the

next pattern will occur every Tcl scheduling intervals.

Denoting Bc(i) as the number of BSs in the c(i)th clus-

ter of the ith pattern, the aggregate downlink channel

Hc(i),k ∈ CM×Bc(i)N of the kth user from all these Bc(i)

BSs is defined by Hc(i),k =
[

Hc(i),k(1), · · · ,Hc(i),k(Bc(i))
]

,

where Hc(i),k(b) ∈ CM×N denotes the downlink channel

matrix between the kth user and bth BS of the cluster.

Each element of Hc(i),k(b), denoted by hc(i),k(b,m, n), is

the complex downlink channel signal strength coefficient
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between themth receiving antenna of the kth user and the

nth transmitting antenna of the bth BS in the c(i)th cluster.

This coefficient includes path loss, log-normal shadowing,

and Rayleigh fading, and is modeled by

hc(i),k(b,m, n) = zc(i),k(b,m, n)

×

√

Ŵ0Pt(b)

(
Rm

dc(i),k(b)

)α(b)

ρc(i),k(b)A(θ ,b).
(1)

zc(i),k(b,m, n) represents small-scale frequency-flat

Rayleigh fading with an i.i.d. complex Gaussian random

variable distributed as CN (0, 1). Rm is the reference

distance2, and Ŵ0 is a scaling factor controlling the ref-

erence signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at a distance of Rm in

the boresight direction of the directional antenna. The

distance between user k and BS b in cluster c(i) is rep-

resented by dc(i),k(b), and α(b) is the path loss exponent

for BS b. Pt(b) is the transmit power of BS b, and ρc,k(b)

denotes the log-normal shadow fading coefficient with

standard deviation σρ . The antenna pattern A(θ , b) of

a macro BS, where θ is the angle between the direction

of interest and the boresight of the antenna at BS b, is

defined as described in [32, 37]; A(θ , b) is equal to unity

for pico BSs with omnidirectional antennas.

All Bc(i) BSs of cluster c(i) cooperatively transmit the

data vector sc(i),k ∈ CM×1 for user k using the aggregate

precoding matrixWc(i),k ∈ CBc(i)N×M. The received signal

yk ∈ CM×1 for user k is given by

yk = Hc(i),k

Uc(i)
∑

j=1

Wc(i),jsc(i),j +
∑

č(i)�=c(i)

Hč(i),k

∑

∀j
Wč(i),jsč(i),j + nk

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Zc(i),k

.

(2)

The first term in (2) is the received signal from clus-

ter c(i), to which the user belongs, while the second term

describes the interference from other clusters. Applying

the central limit theorem, the total interference signal

from all clusters not including c(i), denoted by č(i) �= c(i),

is approximated by an M × 1 complex Gaussian ran-

dom vector with zero mean and standard deviation σI .

To estimate the standard deviation of this interference, it

is assumed that all BSs outside the cluster c(i) are trans-

mitting with full power, representing the worst case for

ICI. The interference from these BSs experienced at dif-

ferent locations within the cluster c(i) is determined and

averaged via Monte Carlo simulation over many chan-

nel realizations. The standard deviation of these realiza-

tions is used as the value of σI . The last term nk ∈
CM×1 is a complex additive white Gaussian noise vector

with each element having zero mean and unity variance.

The summation of interference and noise is denoted by

Zc(i),k , which with the Gaussian interference approxima-

tion ends up as a complex Gaussian random vector with

zero mean and variance σ 2
I + 1. For convenience of cal-

culation, the interference-plus-noise power is normalized

at the receiver. This is equivalent to applying a filter at

the receiver of Qr =
(

σ 2
I + 1

)−1/2
IM. Hence, by defin-

ing H̃c(i),k = QrHc(i),k as the post-processed equivalent

channel matrix and Z̃c(i),k = QrZc(i),k as the normalized

interference plus noise, (2) is revised as

ỹk = H̃c(i),k

Uc(i)
∑

j=1

Wc(i),jsc(i),j + Z̃c(i),k . (3)

We choose to use the SZF-DPC precoding technique,

where the encoding order of the users is very important

for maximization of the achievable weighted sum rate.

Given a set of users with order π
j
c(i) and defining the

user encoded at position k as π
j

c(i),k , the post-processed

received signal can be modified and expanded as

ỹ
π
j

c(i),k

= H̃
c(i),π

j

c(i),k

W
c(i),π

j

c(i),k

s
c(i),π

j

c(i),k

+ H̃
c(i),π

j

c(i),k

∑

l<k

W
c(i),π

j

c(i),l

s
c(i),π

j

c(i),l

+ H̃
c(i),π

j

c(i),k

∑

l>k

W
c(i),π

j

c(i),l

s
c(i),π

j

c(i),l

+ Z̃
c(i),π

j

c(i),k

.

(4)

The two summations in the second and third line

of (4) represent the intra-cluster interference for user

k. In SZF-DPC, the precoding matrix W
c(i),π

j

k

is con-

strained to lie in the null space of the channel matrices

of all users encoded before π
j

c(i),k ; the aggregate channel

matrix of previously encoded users is defined as Hk−1 =
[

H̃T

c(i),π
j
c(i),1

, . . . , H̃T

c(i),π
j

c(i),k−1

]T

. The precodingmatrix can-

cels the intra-cell interference from the summation in the

third line of (4), while the effect of the remaining intra-cell

interference represented by the summation in the second

line of (4) is removed by using DPC. Using singular value

decomposition ofHk−1, for a given ordered user π
j

c(i),k , its

achievable rate R
c(i),π

j

c(i),k

is given by

R
c(i),π

j

c(i),k

= log2

∣
∣
∣
∣
IM +

(

H̃
c(i),π

j

c(i),k

V0
k−1

)

× Q
c(i),π

j

c(i),k

(H̃
c(i),π

j

c(i),k

V0
k−1)

H

∣
∣
∣
∣
.

(5)

Q
c(i),π

j

c(i),k

is the transmit covariance matrix for user

π
j

c(i),k in cluster c(i), and V0
k−1 are orthonormal basis vec-

tors for the joint null space of Hk−1 for the users before

π
j

c(i),k in the encoding order; V0
0 � IBc(i)N .

The throughput maximization criterion results in the

selection of a scheduled vector of users that achieves the

largest sum rate among all possible vectors of users. Those
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users who have better channel gains have a higher like-

lihood to be selected by an MT scheduler. Thus, users

with poorer channel gains may be very infrequently (and

potentially never) selected by the scheduler, which is not

fair. In PF scheduling, each user has a weight related to

its priority for being chosen by the scheduler. The sched-

uler adjusts each weight based on the average achievable

rates in the user’s history. A PF scheduler chooses those

users whose instantaneous rates relative to their average

rates are better than the others and uses a weighted sum

rate as its scheduling metric, i.e., the combination of those

users with maximum weighted sum rate will be chosen to

be scheduled. If a user has been selected by the scheduler

often, its weight for the next interval will be decreased

(as its average rate increases), i.e., its chance to be chosen

in the next scheduling interval diminishes. Meanwhile,

another user with a worse channel matrix may have more

opportunity to be scheduled in the next interval simply by

having higher weight. Using this method provides more

fairness in the network among all users.

In each cluster, the maximum achievable weighted sum

rateWSRc(i) is given by3

WSRc(i) = max
π
j
c(i):j∈{1,2,··· ,Uc(i)!}

max
{

Q
c(i),π

j
c(i),k

}

k∈{1,··· ,Uc(i)}
:Q

c(i),π
j
c(i),k

�0,
∑

∀k
Tr(Q

c(i),π
j
c(i),k

)≤1

Uc(i)
∑

k=1

μ
c(i),π

j

c(i),k

(t)R
c(i),π

j

c(i),k

(t)

(6)

where μ
c(i),π

j

c(i),k

(t) is the priority weight of the kth user

during the tth scheduling interval in cluster c(i). In PF

scheduling, for the lth user out of Kc(i), μc(i),l(t) =
1/R̄c(i),l(t), where R̄c(i),l(t) is the average achievable data

rate of the lth user at time t, averaged over a window of the

past tc intervals. In each time interval, R̄c(i),l(t) (and thus

μc(i),l(t)) is updated by an exponential filter as

R̄c(i),l(t + 1) =

⎧

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

(

1 − 1
tc

)

R̄c(i),l(t) if the lth user is

+Rc(i),l(t)

tc
scheduled in

interval t,
(

1 − 1
tc

)

R̄c(i),l(t) otherwise

(7)

Rc(i),l(t) is the instantaneous rate of the lth user, and is

obtained from (5), assuming the lth user is scheduled in

position k of the ordered scheduling vector π
j
c(i). One

important special case of achievable weighted sum rate

maximization is MT, which is defined by setting μc(i),l to

a constant of 1 for all users. Let us define the best ordered

user vector as π∗. Then, in any clustering pattern i, the

maximum average achievable weighted sum rate over the

area of an arbitrary macrocell, averaged over time t when

using pattern i, is given as

Et(WSR(t, i))=Et

⎛

⎝

Uc(i)
∑

k=1

μc(i),π∗
c(i),k

(t)Rc(i),π∗
c(i),k

(t)

⎞

⎠/wc(i)

(8)

where wc(i) is the number of macrocells in cluster c(i).

To solve the optimization problem in (6) using (5)

as R
c(i),π

j

c(i),k

, we must consider the μ
c(i),π

j

c(i),k

(t) weights

when calculating Q
c(i),π

j

c(i),k

using the water-filling algo-

rithm, which allocates power over the eigenmodes of the

block-diagonal matrix formed using the effective channel

matrices4 G
c(i),π

j

c(i),k

= H̃
c(i),π

j

c(i),k

V0
k−1. The user selection

within a cluster is performed by using a SAS algorithm

similar to what we proposed in [35] and described in

Algorithm 3 therein. For ease of reference, the pseudocode

of the SAS algorithm is described in Algorithm 1 here.

The main difference between [35] and here is that the

solution values sx and sx̂ are now achievable weighted

sum rates as per (6). The ordered user vectors x and x̂

are used for π
j
c(i) in (6). The rest of the operation of the

algorithm is unchanged. The SAS algorithm operates in

parallel separately for each cluster.

Algorithm 1 Simulated Annealing Scheduling (SAS)

Algorithm for Coordinated MIMO HetNet
Initialize: τhot ; n = 1; p1 = 0; τt = τhot ; B1; B2;
φ = rand(∼ U(0, 1)); τf = τhotφ

B1 ;
x(1) = a vector of Uc ordered users randomly chosen from all users in
cluster c(i);
x̂(1) = x(1); Compute sx̂(1) .
xbest = x̂(1); sxbest = sx̂(1) .

while τt > τf do
b = 1;
while b < B2 do

Find x(n + 1) from the neighborhood function N(x(n)) (see [35]).
Compute sx(n+1).
The best solution for the next step is decided as
[

x̂(n + 1), sx̂(n+1)

]

=
⎧

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

[

x(n + 1), sx(n+1)

]

, if sx(n+1) ≥ sx̂(n);
[

x(n + 1), sx(n+1)

]

, if r < exp

(

−(sx̂(n)−sx(n+1))
τt

)

,

where r = rand (∼ U(0, 1));
[

x̂(n), sx̂(n)

]

, otherwise.

if sx̂(n+1) > sxbest then
xbest = x̂(n + 1); sxbest = sx̂(n+1);

end if
b = b + 1; n = n + 1.

end while
p1 = p1 + 1; τt = τhotφ

p1 .
end while
return xbest , sxbest

Two positive variables B1 and B2 limit the iterations

and control how closely the algorithm approaches the

optimal solution with the trade-off of the algorithm’s
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performance and its acceptable complexity. The larger the

values of B1 and B2, the closer the algorithm comes to

the optimal solution, but the computational complexity

also increases as the algorithm iterates longer. The SAS

algorithm starts with the variable τt (analogous to the

temperature in metallurgical annealing) equal to τhot. It

continues until τt “cools” to the value of τf = τhotφ
B1 . φ

is a uniformly distributed random variable in the inter-

val (0, 1). The neighborhood function N(x(n)) at random

either deletes a random user from the vector x(n), adds

a random unscheduled user (if possible), replaces one

scheduled user with a random unscheduled one, or swaps

the encoding order position of two random scheduled

users. Each of these actions has an equal probability of

being chosen.

We refer the reader to [35] for more details on our SAS

algorithm. Note that no change to the scheduling algo-

rithm is required for rotating clustering; better cluster

patterns for users are automatically detected by the algo-

rithm through the corresponding more favorable channel

gains and/or achievable rates during that pattern, making

the users more likely to be scheduled during those better

patterns.

3 Simulation setup and results
In this section, the simulations of the proposed rotat-

ing clustering mechanisms are presented and compared

with fixed clustering of the otherwise identical coopera-

tive HetNet employing the SZF-DPC precoding technique

and SAS algorithm. Both MT and PF scheduling are con-

sidered. The average achievable sum rate and the average

achievable rate per user are determined using the Monte

Carlo simulationmethod. The numbers of transmitter and

receiver antennas are assumed to be Nmacro = Npico = 2

and M = 2, respectively. These values enable a manage-

ably low simulation complexity, yet still allow a demon-

stration of the effect of rotating clusters in coordinated

MU-MIMO systems. It is assumed that the ISD in both

layouts has the same value of5 D = 1732 m. In the six-cell

layout, there are 12 pico BSs spaced evenly on the imagi-

nary circle with radius 693 m around each macro site. For

the three-cell layout, four picos are located on a circle of

radius 356 m centered at the center point of each macro-

cell coverage area6. The scaling factor for the SNR, i.e., Ŵ0

in (1), is set to result in an SNR of 9.6 dB at the distance

Rm = 866 m in the six-cell layout, and an SNR of 4.7 dB at

Rm = 1155 m for the three-cell layout. In both cases, Rm

is measured from the macro site in the direction of the BS

antenna boresight. The transmitting power Pt(b) of each

macro BS is 40 times greater than that of each pico BS.

The path loss exponent α(b) is assumed to be 3.91 and

3.67, and the standard deviation of the log-normal shadow

fading is σρ = 6 and 4 dB, respectively, for macro and

pico BSs7.

The total interference from the other clusters out-

side the target cluster is approximated by the complex

Gaussian random vector with zero mean and standard

deviation σI . The value of σI is measured and averaged

over the area of an entire cluster by employing similar

methodology for both layouts as was used in [35]. The

mean value of σI in the six-cell layout is measured as 13.8.

In the three-cell layout, all five cluster patterns are not

exactly symmetric nor statistically identical to each other.

As depicted in Fig. 2, the cluster patterns in Fig. 2a, c,

and e are similar in that for all three patterns, two sites

contribute to a given cluster. Of the three macro BSs cov-

ering the cluster, two of them are co-located at the same

site. However, in the cluster patterns of Fig. 2b, d, there

are three equidistant macro BSs per cluster, with each BS

belonging to a different site. This difference creates asym-

metry in some features of these patterns. Most notably,

the mean standard deviation of the interference across the

clusters of Fig. 2a, c, and e is equal, but different from that

of Fig. 2b, d, with values of 21.3 and 26.3, respectively, for

the two cases.We account for these differences in our sim-

ulations. In the SAS algorithm, we use parameter values

corresponding to SA-m (with memory) case #18 in [35];

we refer readers to that reference for details. A summary

of the simulation parameters and their values is provided

in Table 1.

3.1 Simulation results for six-cell layout

The clustering pattern is changed every Tcl scheduling

intervals, and we set tc = 100 for the size of the averag-

ing window in the PF metric. We consider a minimum

of four full sets of rotations through both patterns for

our simulations (with that minimum occurring at the

slowest rotation speed). The cumulative distribution func-

tions (CDFs) of the average achievable rates per user for

Kc = 12 and various Tcl values are depicted in Fig. 3. As

this figure shows, rotating clustering has the most bene-

fit in particular for those users with poorer channel gains

(e.g., those with an average achievable rate around the

5th percentile). In comparison, users with better chan-

nels (who achieve higher average rates, such as those

around the 90th percentile) see their average achievable

rate drop with rotating clustering. The poorer 5th per-

centile users are those having low SINRs in a cluster in

one of the patterns. Their achievable rates significantly

benefit from rotation because they are located in a posi-

tion in the cluster where they can have a better SINR

after the rotation. The better users trade off their aver-

age achievable rate to provide higher overall fairness to

the system.

Considering different rotation speeds, Fig. 3 demon-

strates that the rotation rate has an impact on each

user’s average rate. This is the most easily seen for lower-

rate users like those around the 5th percentile. The 5th
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Table 1 Simulation setup parameters and values for six-cell and three-cell layouts

Six-cell layout Three-cell layout

Number of Tx antennas per macro BS, Nmacro 2 2

Number of Tx antennas per pico BS, Npico 2 2

Number of Rx antennas per user,M 2 2

Macro antenna pattern Directional [37]; Directional [37];

(including 3-dB beamwidth θ3dB) θ3dB = 35◦ θ3dB = 70◦

Pico antenna pattern Omnidirectional Omnidirectional

Path loss exponent, α 3.91 (macro); 3.67 (pico) [32] 3.91 (macro); 3.67 (pico) [32]

Log-normal shadow fading standard deviation, σρ 6 dB (macro); 4 dB (pico) [32] 6 dB (macro); 4 dB (pico) [32]

Inter-site distance, D 1732 m 1732 m

Distance from pico BS to macro site 693 m –

Distance from pico BS to center of macrocell coverage area – 356 m

Reference distance, Rm 866 m 1155 m

Macro SNR at distance of Rm along antenna boresight 9.6 dB 4.7 dB

Interference standard deviation, σI 13.8 21.3 (patterns a, c, and e);

26.3 (patterns b and d)

PF averaging window size, tc 100 40

SAS parameters Case #18 in [35]: Case #18 in [35]:

B1 = B2 = 50, φ = rand(∼ U(0, 1)) B1 = B2 = 50, φ = rand(∼ U(0, 1))

Fig. 3 CDF of average achievable per-user rate with both proportionally fair (PF) and maximum throughput (MT) scheduling metrics, comparing

proposed rotating clustering scheme and fixed clustering for six-cell layout, using simulated annealing scheduling and SZF-DPC precoding. Kc = 12,

Nmacro = Npico = 2,M = 2
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Fig. 4 Comparison of percentage gain in the xth percentile average achievable rate per user of the rotating clustering scheme relative to fixed

clustering, for different rotation speeds and using proportionally fair (PF) scheduling in the six-cell layout. Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 3

percentile per-user rates generally increase with decreas-

ing Tcl, but eventually reach an upper limit, where even

faster rotation yields no further significant gains. With

PF scheduling, the gain in 5th percentile rate over that

achieved with fixed clustering ranges between 23.5% to 28%.

The gains in rates per user with PF scheduling are further

emphasized in Fig. 4, which depicts, for each percentile of

the average per-user rate, the percentage gain in average

achievable per-user rates obtained when using rotating

clustering, relative to the rates achieved with fixed cluster-

ing. As can be seen, the majority of the achieved per-user

rates (those up to about the 65th to 72nd percentile) expe-

rience a gain with rotating clustering, at the expense of

the rest. However, even at those remaining upper per-

centiles, the relative loss in rate is much smaller than the

relative gain for the lower percentiles; at worst, the upper

percentile rates drop by about 5%.

In each cluster, there are some users with particularly

poor channel gains and even cluster rotation cannot help

improve them much (such as those users located near the

cell borders). These users have a very low chance to be

selected by the MT scheduler; their average achieved rate

is very close to (and sometimes equal to) zero, especially

for fixed clustering. Cluster rotation helps these users

by occasionally giving them better channels; however,

there still remain some users that suffer from starvation.

Nonetheless, although the probability of starvation is still

non-zero forMT scheduling, it is reduced significantly (by

a factor of over half for Kc = 12) by using cluster rotation,

as seen in Fig. 3.

With rotation, the best users’ average achievable rates

are reduced because they may be scheduled less often;

however, they achieve higher instantaneous rates when

they are selected. As an example, consider a theoretical

extreme case of maximum throughput scheduling, where

with fixed clustering, a few users would be scheduled

most of the time with high throughput. With rotating

clustering, instead about twice as many users would be

scheduled overall, half of this total in each clustering pat-

tern. As they would be scheduled about half as often

(mostly only during their favorable pattern), their aver-

age achievable rate would also be about halved. However,

they would achieve somewhat better instantaneous rates

when scheduled, leading to an increased (albeit slightly)

achievable sum rate. Similar and larger effects on the

instantaneous and average achievable rates are seen with

PF scheduling. As expected, while the average sum rate

of PF is less than that of maximum throughput schedul-

ing, its 5th percentile average achievable per-user rates are

higher than for maximum throughput, and there is less

overall variation in the average per-user rates achieved.

Figure 5 shows the average achievable sum rate for

maximum throughput and proportionally fair schedul-

ing vs. Kc over the area of a macrocell in an arbitrary

cluster. In Fig. 5, Tcl = 100, which is equal to tc. As

seen, rotating clustering outperforms fixed clustering for

both scheduling metrics. However, rotating clustering

increases the average achievable sum rate with PF rela-

tively more than with maximum throughput. For instance,

for MT scheduling, rotating clustering provides slightly
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Fig. 5 Average achievable sum rate vs. Kc with maximum throughput

(MT) and proportionally fair (PF) scheduling metrics over the area of a

macrocell in an arbitrary cluster, comparing proposed rotating

clustering scheme and fixed clustering for six-cell layout, using

simulated annealing scheduling and SZF-DPC precoding.

Nmacro = Npico = 2,M = 2, Tcl = tc = 100

higher throughput, increasing about 0.85% and 0.75% for

Kc = 4 and Kc = 12, respectively, while for PF scheduling,

the throughput is more significantly higher (about 1.4%

and 3.2%, respectively, forKc = 4 and 12). This is expected

because the users that take themost advantage of the rota-

tion are the users either near the border of the cluster or in

poor coverage areas, who are scheduled more often with

PF than with maximum throughput.

In Fig. 6, the average achievable sum rate vs. Kc for

proportionally fair scheduling considering different rota-

tion speeds is presented. As seen, while rotating clustering

still outperforms fixed clustering in terms of sum rate,

faster rotation (i.e., smaller Tcl) yields diminishing gains.

For instance, rotating clustering provides higher through-

put with respect to fixed clustering with faster rotation8,

increasing by about 2.1%, 3.2%, 4.1%, and 4.5%withKc = 12

for Tcl = 200, 100, 50, and 25, respectively. Consider-

ing an upper limit seen in the sum rate, rotating faster

would not provide any further significant increase, but

would increase complexity in signaling overhead for clus-

ter setup. For our system, the limit is reached at about

Tcl = 50 (half of tc). Smaller values of Tcl (e.g., Tcl = 25)

yield almost no additional sum rate; the additional gain in

sum rate relative to fixed clustering is only a few tenths of

a percentage.

Assuming the scheduler has selected a user with poor

channel gains in a cluster, the chance of this user being

chosen again by the scheduler is comparatively low since

its priority weight will have likely dropped in accordance

with the update of its average rate by the exponential filter.

The user’s priority will gradually increase as time passes

Fig. 6 Average achievable sum rate vs. Kc over the area of a macrocell

in an arbitrary cluster, comparing various Tcl values for proposed

rotating clustering scheme for six-cell layout, using simulated

annealing scheduling with proportionally fair (PF) scheduling metric

(tc = 100) and SZF-DPC precoding; Nmacro = Npico = 2,M = 2

if the user is not scheduled. If the cluster pattern change

interval is smaller than tc, the possibility of that user being

in a better position in another cluster pattern, and conse-

quently dramatically improving its priority by virtue of its

higher SINR and thus achievable rate, is increased. Sim-

ilarly, a user with high SINR in a cluster that finds itself

near a cluster edge after the pattern rotates will have its

priority suddenly drop. It will be less likely to be scheduled

until either the PF scheduling window passes or the cluster

pattern rotates back, whichever comes first. Hence, faster

rotations relative to tc can potentially result in higher pri-

ority weights and higher sum rates. However, decreasing

Tcl does not imply a linear increase in priority weights.

The upper limit on the performance with increas-

ing rotation speed is understandable. In the PF sched-

uler, there are two factors influencing whether a user is

scheduled: its potential instantaneous rate and its weight.

The former is largely influenced by the cluster rotation,

whereas the latter, among other things, is an indicator

of how long the user has gone without being scheduled.

The weight is updated with an exponential filter, meaning

its value increases exponentially with time. Specifically,

the increase is determined relative to the time constant

(averaging window) tc, expressed as a number of schedul-

ing intervals. If a user is not scheduled for ν scheduling

intervals, its weight will increase by a factor of roughly

exp(ν/tc). If the clustering pattern rotation interval is

small relative to tc, the conditions for a user will become

favorable or unfavorable sooner than the time it takes for

the weight to change significantly. In other words, when

Tcl is a fraction of tc, the weights change little between the

instances in which a given user is scheduled. Hence, the
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specific value of Tcl is no longer much of a factor, leading

to the upper limit on (saturation of) the performance with

increasing rotation speed.

With larger Kc, cluster rotation is more effective at

increasing the sum rate; for example, the achievable gains

with Tcl = 100 are 1.4% and 3.2% for Kc = 4 and 12,

respectively, using PF scheduling. Faster rotation with

larger Kc is more beneficial. For instance, with Kc = 8 and

comparing the rotation speed of Tcl = 200 to Tcl = 100

and 50, the sum rate gains are 0.9% and 1.4%, respectively,

whereas with Kc = 16, the gain increments are 1.4% and

2.4%. The probability of having users that are located in

the cluster with favorable channel gains is increased with

larger Kc, simply as a result of multiuser diversity. Thus,

being able to schedule more of these users improves the

sum rate. Recall, though, that users are uniformly dis-

tributed over the entire coverage area. This statistically

results in a higher proportion of users who are farther

from a BS (with poorer channel gains) than those who are

nearer. An increase in Kc thus also means an increase in

the total number of “poorer” users. As was seen earlier, it

is those users who benefit themost from rotation, explain-

ing further why the gains with rotation are better with

higher Kc.

An increase in Kc also means more delays in schedul-

ing users, as a larger pool competes for the same limited

resources. Faster rotation also means less of a wait for

any given user’s cluster pattern to be at its best, and thus

potentially for the user to be scheduled, improving its

average rate. In other words, faster rotation somewhat

compensates for the increased scheduling delays as Kc

grows, thus leading to the higher gains in rate observed

with faster rotation at larger Kc.

Figures 7 and 8 further demonstrate the effects of rotat-

ing clustering (with Tcl = 100) by depicting the average

achievable rate per user based on the user’s position

within the cellular network; Fig. 7 depicts MT schedul-

ing, whereas Fig. 8 depicts PF. Figures 7a and 8a show the

average achievable rates with fixed clustering. The highest

rates are unsurprisingly achieved by users nearest to a BS,

especially macro BSs, but also to a lesser extent pico BSs.

The lowest achievable rates (darkest red) are seen near

any macrocell corner where three clusters meet. We will

henceforth refer to these areas as the “corner” areas for

shorthand. Lower rates are also seen in the area around

the border of each cell, whereas somewhat higher achiev-

able rates (orange to yellow to white) are seen near areas

that correspond to the directions of the macro BS bore-

sights. For any macro BS, users located near the left or

right borders of the cell (i.e., at a 30° angle relative to

the antenna boresight) receive weaker signals on account

of the antenna directivity pattern. This situation is at its

worst near the corners of the macrocells, at the furthest

distance from the site. Furthermore, although the corners

are surrounded by picos, the received signals from those

picos are also weak due to being beyond the picocell bor-

ders. Hence, even with clustering (either fixed or rotating)

and coordination, users in the corners achieve consis-

tently smaller user rates, compared to the users in other

locations of the cluster.

Figures 7b and 8b show the achievable rates with rotat-

ing clustering. In comparison, the average rates (or the

colors) are more evenly distributed over the entire area,

indicating higher overall fairness. As expected, the largest

increase in average achievable rate is experienced by users

that are closest to the cluster borders in the fixed scheme.

Those users previously received the worst SINRs and/or

themost ICI. In contrast, most users who are located close

to the macro BSs or near the directions of the macro bore-

sights receive very good signal power. The largest decrease

in average achievable rates relative to the fixed scheme is

by that latter group of users, as well as to a lesser extent

users nearby pico BSs. It is these latter users who trade off

some of their average rates to provide more fairness and

uniformity of throughput across the coverage area. It is

interesting to note that there are fairly large areas where

the average achievable rate of a user does not changemuch

with rotating clustering. These areas and users are those

located in the interior of the cluster. Their conditions (in

terms of both useful signals and interference) are more or

less the same under either cluster pattern. Hence, rota-

tion does not change their situation much, and so, their

achievable rates do not change appreciably from the fixed

scheme either. There is also little difference in the rates

seen in the cell corner areas with rotation. The rather

small changes that exist there are not readily visible in

Figs. 7 and 8. However, where three clusters meet in the

fixed scheme, those corners do experience a small boost

in rates with rotation due to periodically increased coor-

dination. Likewise, the corners at the cluster centers in the

fixed scheme see a small decrease in rates with rotation,

as signals received there are no longer always coordinated

from all nearby BSs.

3.2 Simulation results for three-cell layout

Similarly to the previous section, the clustering pattern

changes (rotates) every Tcl scheduling intervals. For the

six-cell layout, as described in Section 3.1, we simulate for

a minimum of four complete sets of rotations. Assuming

Tcl = 200, which corresponds to the slowest (non-zero)

rotation speed, the total number of simulated channel

realizations (or scheduling intervals) for every drop of

users is thus 1600. To compare the three-cell layout with

the six-cell layout, we consider two different scenarios.

First, we keep the same total number of 1600 channel

realizations per drop with four complete sets of rotations

between the five clustering patterns. We also maintain

the longest pattern duration as 2tc. Thus, tc for the PF
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a b

Fig. 7 Average achievable rate per user based on user position within cellular network, with MT scheduling metric for six-cell layout, using simulated

annealing scheduling and SZF-DPC precoding; Nmacro = Npico = 2,M = 2, Kc = 12. a Fixed clustering. b Rotating clustering (Tcl = 100)

window becomes 1600 realizations/drop ÷4 sets/drop ÷5

patterns/set ÷2 windows/pattern = 40 (realizations per

window). This gives us different rotation speeds corre-

sponding to pattern durations of Tcl = [10, 20, 40, 80].

Secondly, we keep the value of tc equal to what we use in

Section 3.1, i.e., 100, and the same pattern durations, i.e.,

Tcl = [25, 50, 100, 200].With still four full sets of rotations

at minimum, this results in 4000 channel realizations per

drop. The simulations with these two scenarios were run

for Kc = 12, and the results were compared with each

other. We observed that the results of both scenarios were

very close to each other9. Thus, we present only the results

for where the number of channel realizations per drop

equals10 1600 and tc = 40.

In Fig. 9, the CDF of the average achievable rates per

user for Kc = 12 is illustrated. Similarly to the results

depicted by Fig. 3, rotating clustering again yields higher

per-user rates for those who are located near cluster edges

or in otherwise poor coverage areas in the three-cell layout

(e.g., the users with rates around the 5th percentile). Com-

parison of these two figures is also interesting. As seen

in Fig. 3 with MT scheduling, while rotating clustering

improves the per-user rates in the six-cell layout, there are

still some users whose achievable rates are very low, even

a b

Fig. 8 Average achievable rate per user based on user position within cellular network, with PF scheduling metric for six-cell layout, using simulated

annealing scheduling and SZF-DPC precoding; Nmacro = Npico = 2,M = 2, Kc = 12. a Fixed clustering. b Rotating clustering (Tcl = 100)
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Fig. 9 CDF of average achievable per-user rate with both proportionally fair (PF) and maximum throughput (MT) scheduling metrics, comparing

proposed rotating clustering scheme and fixed clustering for three-cell layout, using simulated annealing scheduling and SZF-DPC precoding.

Kc = 12, Nmacro = Npico = 2,M = 2

to the point of starvation. However, cluster rotation in the

three-cell layout improves the average throughput of users

considerably such that the probability of very low rates

and/or starvation becomes almost zero. There is a larger

trade-off in the high-percentile users’ rates to achieve this,

though.

In the three-cell layout and with PF scheduling, the rota-

tion speed corresponding to Tcl = tc yields a per-user

rate increase of about 0.5 bits/s/Hz at the 5th percentile,

while the improvement with the six-cell layout is around

two thirds of that. In relative terms, the 5th-percentile

rate improvements with rotating clustering (at Tcl = tc)

over fixed in the six- and three-cell layouts are, respec-

tively, about 25.7% and 47.3%. This indicates cluster rota-

tion is even more effective at improving the cluster-edge

user rates in the three-cell layout. Considering the faster

rotation speed corresponding to Tcl = tc/2, the additional

5th-percentile users’ rate increase (relative to Tcl = tc)

is about 1.3% in the six-cell layout, while this increase is

about 3.7% using the three-cell layout. This shows that

faster rotation in the three-cell layout is more beneficial

than in the six-cell layout to help cluster-edge users to

gain further higher throughput. This result is not surpris-

ing, considering the former rotates through a larger set of

patterns.

We also investigate the user rates vs. their position

within the network in Fig. 10 (MT scheduling) and Fig. 11

(PF scheduling). Basically, the influence of cluster rotation

on achievable per-user rates with MT and PF schedul-

ing is similar to what we have discussed in Section 3.1.

As before, it is users located at the cell corners away

from the sites that achieve the lowest rates. To a lesser

extent, users near the middle of cells, not especially near

a macro BS nor a pico BS, also achieve somewhat lower

rates. As is obvious from Figs. 10 and 11, the achieved

users’ rates are distributed more uniformly with rotat-

ing clustering than with fixed clustering for both MT

and PF scheduling. Furthermore, the overall rates are

increased. The achievable throughput of those users who

are located in the corners of a cell is improved, and the

size of the areas experiencing lower rates is diminished.

This is particularly noticeable in Fig. 10 for MT schedul-

ing; the colors in the cell corners increase from dark red

to orange.

Cell-center users are also significantly affected by

cluster rotation. Note that in fixed clustering, and in the

patterns in Fig. 2a, c, and e, two parts of the cluster come

from the same site. Because of the macro BS antenna

pattern, the coverage of the beams from those two BSs

has little overlap. Hence, those two cells are essentially

impacted by, at best, two coordinated signals: one from

their own cell and one from the third BS at the other

site that contributes to the cluster. However, with rotation

through the patterns in Fig. 2b, d, receiving a signifi-

cant coordinated signal from three BSs is more common.

Thus, users in those two cells in the cluster see the most
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a b

Fig. 10 Average achievable rate per user based on user position within cellular network, with MT scheduling for three-cell layout, using simulated

annealing scheduling and SZF-DPC precoding; Nmacro = Npico = 2,M = 2, Kc = 12. a Fixed clustering. b Rotating clustering (Tcl = 40)

improvement from rotation11. The trade-off now comes

from users in the third cell of the fixed scheme, who with

cluster rotation now are forced to experience less advan-

tageous cluster patterns for the sake of overall network

fairness.

Figure 12 demonstrates the achievable sum rates vs. Kc

for the three-cell layout. Much like the six-cell layout,

MT scheduling again does not display a gain in sum rate

from cluster rotation, for similar reasons as described in

Section 3.1. However, the throughput with PF scheduling

does again increase considerably. For example, with Kc =
12, comparing the achievable throughput of rotating vs.

fixed clustering shows an increase of 4.5% and 6.7%, for

Tcl equal to tc and tc/2, respectively. Comparing the six-

and three-cell layouts with the same number of users in

each cluster, the six-cell layout generally yields higher val-

ues for area spectral efficiency on average. For example,

the average total sum rates per macrocell for Kc = 12

are 8.8 and 13.6 bits/s/Hz, respectively, for the six- and

three-cell layouts with PF using fixed clustering. Yet, also

note that the macrocell area in the six-cell layout is half

of that in the three-cell layout (see Endnote 5). Hence,

the sum rate per unit area (e.g., per km2) is larger in the

six-cell layout. However, the per-user rate improvement

a b

Fig. 11 Average achievable rate per user based on user position within cellular network, with PF scheduling for three-cell layout, using simulated

annealing scheduling and SZF-DPC precoding; Nmacro = Npico = 2,M = 2, Kc = 12. a Fixed clustering. b Rotating clustering (Tcl = 40)
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Fig. 12 Average achievable sum rate vs. Kc with proportionally fair

(PF) scheduling (tc = 40) over the area of a macrocell in an arbitrary

cluster, comparing various Tcl for proposed rotating clustering scheme

and fixed clustering for three-cell layout, using simulated annealing

scheduling and SZF-DPC precoding. Nmacro = Npico = 2,M = 2

achieved with cluster rotation in the three-cell layout is

much more significant. Faster rotation yields higher gains

in this layout than in the six-cell layout. For instance,

the additional sum rate improvement achieved by setting

Tcl = tc/2 relative to Tcl = tc is 2.1% in the three-cell

layout, while this gain in the six-cell layout is only 0.8%.

Although faster rotation improves the average sum rate,

the upper limit for higher speeds of rotation is still similar

to what we described in Section 3.1. Thus, we only present

the results for Tcl equal to tc and tc/2. All these compar-

isons demonstrate that the rotating cluster method overall

helps the system performance in the clover-leaf-shaped

network layout more than in the hexagonal-shaped

layout.

3.3 Comparison of rotating cluster method with dynamic

cluster method

In [30], a dynamic clustering method was proposed and

compared with static clustering. There are several dif-

ferences in the simulation methodology in that paper

compared to our own (e.g., a single-tier homogeneous

network, differing numbers of users and antennas, the

precoding method). However, it can still serve as a rough

guide for the performance benefits of a fully dynamic

scheme over static clustering and that can be used for

comparison with our less complex rotating clustering

method. The simulations in [30] assumed three macro-

cells per site, four transmit antennas per macrocell, two

antennas per user, and PF scheduling. The dynamic

scheme was shown to have approximately an 18% gain

in average sum rate per cell (Fig. 5 in [30]) vs. a static

clustering scheme of three cells per cluster with one

macrocell contributing from each site (similar to the

macrocells in our three-cell layout). The gain in 5th per-

centile user rate was about 22% (Fig. 6 in [30]); this gain

approximately doubled when the maximum cluster size of

the dynamic scheme increased from three to six, though at

the same time also enforcing that just a single data stream

be sent to each user (Fig. 9 in [30]).

In comparison, for our six-cell layout, the 5th percentile

user rates forKc = 12 and PF scheduling increase by about

23.5% to 28% over static clustering for the minimum and

maximum examined rotation speeds. In the three-cell lay-

out, the gains were even higher, i.e., 47–53% for Kc = 12.

The gain in sum rate per cell was lower though, about 2.1–

4.5% for Kc = 12 in the six-cell layout, and about 4.5–6.7%

for Kc = 12 in the three-cell layout. However, we remind

the reader that our rotating cluster scheme was primarily

designed to help cluster-edge users (e.g., those around the

5th percentile); any gains in cell sum rate are an added sec-

ondary bonus. Hence, we can see that, compared to the

fully dynamic scheme of [30], our rotating scheme pro-

vides gains for cluster-edge users that are on par with or

better than those in [30], but at the trade-off of lower gains

in the sum rate per cell.

4 Conclusions
We have considered the downlink of a coordinated het-

erogeneousMIMO cellular network (including macro and

pico BSs) in hexagonal-shaped and clover-leaf-shaped cell

layouts. A different rotating set of cell-cluster patterns has

been proposed for each layout. The proposed scheme’s

performance, considering two user scheduling metrics,

has been evaluated by simulation. The results demon-

strate that the proposed cluster rotation scheme performs

significantly better than fixed clustering for both met-

rics and both layouts, while being less complex than fully

dynamic clustering. The average achievable rate per user

has been improved for cluster-edge users, which is the

primary goal of cluster rotation. Additionally, the aver-

age achievable sum rate has also been improved, which

is a secondary benefit. User rates also become more

evenly distributed over the network coverage area. A

comparison with fully dynamic clustering shows cluster

rotation yields similar performance gains for cluster-edge

users.

We have also evaluated the effect of different clus-

ter rotation speeds on the system performance in both

cellular layouts. The results demonstrate improving per-

formance with increasing speed of rotation up to an upper

limit on that speed, beyond which further increases yield

no notable additional gains in sum rate or per-user rate.

The clover-leaf-shaped layout gains more in performance

from cluster rotation than the hexagonal-shaped one. This

indicates in general that some network layouts (and their
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associated cluster patterns) may benefit more from cluster

rotation than others.

Endnotes
1This terminology differs from what we used in

[19, 20]. In our earlier papers, we referred to each of the

six parts of the hexagonal area as a sector, and the six sec-

tors together constituted a single cell. Now, we instead

refer to the former sectors as cells, and the six macrocells

have their BSs co-located at one site.
2Rm is defined as the farthest distance from the macro

BS to the edge of its cell in the direction of its boresight.

Since we fix the value D of the ISD for both layouts in

our simulations, Rm in the six-cell layout is D/2 while it is

2D/3 for the three-cell layout.
3 In (6), the sum-trace (transmit power) constraint of 1

on Q
c(i),π

j

c(i),k

assumes the transmit power Pt(b) for BS b

is embedded in the channel matrix, as we have done in

(1); this method is equivalent to not embedding the power

in the channel matrix, but instead using a transmit power

constraint of Pt(b) for BS b. Embedding the power in the

channel matrix also allows the rates to be calculated inde-

pendently of the type of transmission nodes (and their

specific transmitted power levels) used in the network.

For simplicity of calculation, we have used a sum-power

constraint over all coordinated BS antennas instead of

per-BS constraints.
4This is similar to [14, Eq. (32)], except replacing

the |hkwk|2 terms there with squared singular values of

G
c(i),π

j

c(i),k

.

5Using this ISD, the circle circumscribing themacro site

coverage area in the six-cell layout has a radius of D/
√
3,

which equals 1 km. The radius of the circle circumscrib-

ing a single macrocell in the three-cell layout isD/3. Using

simple geometry, the area covered by a macrocell in the

three-cell layout can be calculated as twice to that of a

macrocell in the six-cell layout. Since the six-cell layout

has twice as many macrocells, the total coverage area of a

macro site is the same in both layouts.
6 In both layouts, the location of a pico BS is deter-

mined such that the border of its coverage area touches

the border of the macrocell coverage area it is overlaid

on. The picocell borders themselves are determined by

where there is an equal SINR from the pico BS and from

the macro BS of the macrocell that the picocell overlays.

(The hexagonal picocell borders shown in the figures are

an approximation to the true shape of the borders, meant

to aid the visualization of the layout.)
7The values of the path loss exponents and the shadow

fading standard deviations used here for macrocells and

picocells correspond to the Urban Macro (UMa) non-

line-of-sight (NLoS) scenario and the Urban Micro (UMi)

NLoS scenario, respectively, as found in [32].
8A similar evaluation has been performed for MT; the

results show no notable improvements with higher rota-

tion speeds. This is also expected because MT overall

gains very little in sum rate by using cluster rotation in

contrast to PF.
9This is likely as a result of the assumption that there

is no temporal correlation in the small-scale fading com-

ponent of the users’ channel gains, i.e., each realization of

zc(i),k(b,m, n) in (1) is independent from any other. If there

was temporal correlation, the results of the two scenarios

would likely differ.
10For certainty, we have simulated all cases for both

scenarios and in each case the achieved results were sim-

ilar. Aside from the fact that fewer realizations means less

computation time for the simulations, using 1600 realiza-

tions for both the six-cell and three-cell layouts means

a comparison of the results between the two layouts is

somewhat more statistically equitable.
11This is despite the clusters of the patterns in Fig. 2b,d

experiencing more surrounding interference, as seen by

their larger value of σI in the simulation setup.
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